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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS.
Read this manual completely before attempting installation.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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SECTION 1
Safety Precautions
If you use this skid with ozone, ozone is a powerful
oxidizing agent. Observe strict operating procedures
while using ozone equipment. It is imperative that
only ozone compatible materials are used in conjunction with this ozone skid.
Note: If the oper ator has asthma, he or
she must not enter an airspace that has a
significant ozone concentration. Ozone can
induce an asthma attack.
Ensure that the Ozone Generator is in a wellventilated area. Do not allow rain or condensation to
contact the Ozone Generator. The unit must be operated indoors or in an enclosure in a noncondensing environment.

Theory of Operation
This Injection skid is a engineered water pumping
skid that is designed to make a void or additional
space in the fluid (namely water) as to add a gas
such as oxygen or ozone.
This product is made with materials which are
compatible with ozone gas, such as stainless steel
(304 & 316L grade), Kynar, Viton, FEP/PTFE
Teflon tubing.

If this pump skid is used with some or all of our
available options or your existing machinery, you
will need to refer to appropriate manuals for those
components or products.
Each of the available options for this base skid are
described in this manual.

Carefully review and familiarize yourself with the
following important safety information concerning
the Ozone Generator which might be used in conjunction with this pumping skid:
1. Ozone is an extremely aggressive and powerful
oxidizer. The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) 8-hour exposure limit
is 0.10-PPM. The OSHA 15-minute exposure
limit for ozone is 0.3 PPM. Above 0.3 PPM,
there is the risk of damage to respiratory tissues.
2. People who have no sense of smell should not
operate this equipment.
3. Never attempt to verify ozone production by
directly breathing or smelling the ozone outlet
or the ozone-tubing outlet.
4. The Ozone Generator contains high voltages.
Unauthorized entry can result in serious injury
or death. For service instructions, contact Ozone
Solutions.
5. Make sure all tubing connections between the
Ozone Generator and the injection point are
secure and in good working condition. Failure
to do so could result in the discharge of ozone
into an undesired space.
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The ozone or oxygen gas which can be added/
dissolved into the water is using an “Ozone Injection”
method.

Naturally, any undissolved gas must be removed
from the water. The removal of this gas starts in the
contact tank.

This method consists of using a Venturi Injector
which when having a suitable pressure drop across the
injector, will make the additional space needed to add
the desired gas into the fluid.

All of the undissolved gas is removed through the air
vent on the top of the contact tank so that it can be
safely destroyed or removed from the location.

The water pump is used to increase the water pressure
going into the venturi. The pressure coming out of the
injector should be at least 20 PSI lower than the inlet
pressure. The amount of gas which can be added into
the fluid is dependent upon the efficiency of the injector, and other variables.

The water passing through the Ozone Injection System is unimpeded by the removal of the undissolved
gas and will flow at the desired rate based on the
point of usage.

This forceful action along with the added mixing
vanes in the venturi injector provides for an extremely
efficient method of dissolving the gas into the water.
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SECTION 2
Component Diagram
18

NOTE- The Optional components that are shown in the picture below are
outlined with the red border. For a full listing of all the available options,
refer to the following page.
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Components Description
1. Water Pump: This pump cr eates the pr essur e
differential necessary across the venture injector
for ozone injection.
2. Pressure Gauge: Injector Inlet: Indicates water pressure on the inlet side of the venturi injector.
3. Venturi Injector: A Ventur i Injector is designed to add additional material into the fluid
stream. This is done by creating a vacuum. Maintaining a 20 PSI pressure drop across the injector
will offer good performance. The injector outlet
pressure will be equal to the Tank Pressure Gauge.
4. Water Trap: These components pr event water from flowing with the gas stream to the ozone
destruct unit, and potentially the ozone generator
(in a reverse flow situation). Any water will fall
into the bowl and can be drained out by way of
attaching a length of 3/8 inch ID tubing and pipe it
to a floor drain.
5. High Pressure Check Valve: This check valve
is to keep water from getting back to the machinery which is supplying the gas to the injector.
6. Low Pressure Check Valve: This check valve
is a secondary to the high pressure check valve
should the high pressure valve fail.
7. Needle Valve: This valve can be used to limit
the flow rate of the gas entering the system.
8. Contact Tank: This 15 gallon stainless steel
(304L grade) tank mixes the gas with the fluid.
9. Water Inlet: Connection for incoming water .
This Ozone Injection System will not operate effectively with water pressures exceeding 50 PSI.
10. Water Outlet: Connection for effluent water.
11. Pressure Gauge: Contact Tank: The value
read on this gauge represents the pressure in the
system. This value is also equal to the outlet pressure of the Venturi Injector.
12. Air Vent: Allows the undissolved gas to be
vented out of the contact tank.

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS BELOW;
13. Control Box: It pr ovides you an On/Off switch
which controls the main electrical power to the skid. It
also powers up the water pump and will illuminate the
green indicator lamp on the control box.
14. Dissolved Ozone Monitor: AS-500 Main Body:
Please read the included manual for the setup, etc. instructions.
15. Dissolved Ozone Monitor: AS-500 Sensor Probe:
Measures the dissolved ozone level exiting the contact
tank. The black cap needs to be pulled off of the tip for
it to work. Read and understand the provided sensor
instructions which should have been provided to you if
you purchased this option. The manual will inform you
of the maintenance and calibration of this probe.
16. Manual Ball Valve: (added with the Dissolved
Ozone Monitor Option): When the handle is par allel with the piping, it allows the water to travel to the
point of usage. exit the skid be recirculated through the
water pump. Closing this valve will allow the water to
be re-circulated through the water pump and contact
tank.
17. Water Flow Switch: This switch will become
activated by the movement of fluid, 5-6 GPM. This
switch when activated, will allow the water pump to be
energized.
18. Ozone Destruct Unit: Safely destr oys ozone gas
with a catalytic process. The exiting gas should be only
oxygen, which can then be placed back into the operating environment or for additional safety, piped to the
outdoors. The electrical heater band is used to maintain
the internal media by removing any possible moisture
which might have condensed onto the media. The electrical switch allows you to turn the heater band on or
off. Warning; when powered on, the canister can become quite hot.
Not shown- Remote Ozone Monitor: ES-600: This
monitor is to display an ozone reading measured from
the ambient air. It features a sensor head assy. which
can be located remotely from the main monitor body.
Not shown- 50Hz. Water Pump: This water pump
allows this product to work with 50Hz. power sources.
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Specifications
Model

MIS-10

Fluid Flow Rate

15—30 GPM

Weight

198 lbs. with most
of the options.

Dimensions

Std. Skid: 37”W x
18.5”D x 48”H.
With options: 47”W x
20”D x 59”H

Current
(Amps)

Voltage

20 amp is
needed. Run
amps, less
than 10.

120

(Volts)

3 wire
Single-phase

Installation
IMPORTANT: Keep in mind that the intake of the
pump (s) must be flooded with water (water level
above pump head) since they are not self-priming. Operating the pumps dry will cause damage.
IMPORTANT: Proper floor drainage is required to prevent water damage in case of water leak or overflow.
Ventilation: The system should be installed in a wellventilated area, in accordance with the environmental
specifications outlined in the individual Operation
Manuals associated with this system.

Location and Mounting
The Ozone Injection System should be installed in such
a way that all components of the system are accessible
for future maintenance. Working area required around
the system must be made available on three sides. A
minimum working area of 30 inches should be available at the front of the skid. Consider allowing work areas on the other sides as well.
The Ozone Injection System is not rain or drip-proof,
and therefore should be protected from rain and splashing water. Mounting the system in a clean, dry environment will offer you the longest lifespan of the product.
If the system is to be mounted in a mobile unit (such as
a trailer or movable building), mechanical shock and
vibration prevention measures need to be taken to protect the system from damage during transport of the
mobile unit.

Depending on the options which were included with the
skid, the equipment might do much better in a location
that stays below 95°F and having a maximum relative
humidity less than 85%. If the parameters above cannot
be maintained, cooling and/or de-humidification equipment must be installed. There may be exceptions to the
environmental guidelines for certain system configurations, contact Ozone Solutions if the environmental
conditions are not as prescribed above, or otherwise in
question.

Mechanical Connections
Water In and Water Out
Connect water piping at the fittings provided at the
edge of the skid. Ball valves (if not included) fastened
to the fluid inlet and outlet are recommended. allowing
isolation of the skid. Adding ball valves will be very
beneficial for maintenance procedures.
PROCESS WATER IN: is the 1.5 inch sanitary fitting
near the front-right of the system.
PROCESS WATER OUT: is the 1.5 inch sanitary fitting just behind the inlet connection. If different plumbing connections are required, adapters can be provided.

Electrical Power Connections
The system power cord(s) will need to receive power
from a 120 Volt, 4-wire, 20 Amp, 60 Hz single phase
circuit.
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Section 3
Ozone System Initial Startup
Procedure
IMPORTANT: Read and understand the “Caution,
Warnings and Hazards” section of this manual before operating the Ozone System!
1. Connect the needed utility connections
(electricity, water, and water trap drain lines)
to the skid.
(If you purchased the optional ozone destruct
unit assy., piping the exhaust of that unit to the
outdoors is recommended).
2. Open your water inlet valve which will allow
water to enter into the system. The Contact
Tank is full when water is visible in the Air
Vent. Water seen here also ensures that the
pumps are primed with water. IMPORTANT:
Do not start the system unless it is full of water, as equipment damage may result in the
event of a dry start.

4. Inspect all water connections for leaks.
5. Make sure the contact tank pressure gauge is
between 10-50 PSI.
If you ordered any optional products, please
refer to the manuals that were supplied to you
for additional start-up instructions.
6. The Dissolved Ozone Level on the AS-500
(Dissolved Ozone Monitor) should being to
rise within five (5) minutes of startup. NOTE:
The dissolved ozone sensor will require time
to stabilize in the process before full accuracy
is reached. Normally this occurs within a few
hours, but may require more time. Refer to the
AS-500 Dissolved Ozone Monitor (AV88)
and Sensor operation manuals for details, as
you might need to enter/alter the settings.

3. Depending on the options that you purchased,
energize the electrical components.
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Section 4
Warranty
Ozone Solutions warrants all equipment assembled, manufactured, and sold to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal
use and service for a period of one (1) year after
date of sale to the original purchaser.
Some products may have a specific warranty period
other than what is outlined in this document. For
such products, the manufacturer warranty will supersede this warranty. Ozone Solutions will honor the
manufacturer’s warranty, but if and when advised by
the manufacturer, may have the customer deal directly with the manufacturer.
This warranty covers all parts that are not outlined in
a product maintenance schedule. This warranty will
be void if any piece of the equipment is used in a
manner other than what is explicitly outlined in the
product manuals.
If any part of the equipment manufactured by Ozone
Solutions proves to be defective during the warranty
period, please contact Ozone Solutions at 1-888-8920303, or tech@ozonesolutions.com.
Prior authorization is required before working on or
shipping a product back to us. Failure to get prior
authorization may result in denial of your claim.
Once authorized, you may return the defective equipment to Ozone Solutions with the transportation
charges prepaid. If Ozone Solutions finds the equipment to be defective, it will be repaired or replaced at
our discretion, free of charge, to the original purchaser (F.O.B. factory).

This warranty shall constitute the entire warranty
and/or agreement between Ozone Solutions and the
original purchaser, and in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, either oral or written, including the warranty of merchantability and fitness
for a particular use and of all other obligations or
liabilities on our part. Ozone Solutions neither assumes nor authorizes any other person or entity to
assume for us any liability associated with the sale
of its products or equipment.
The term “original purchaser,” as used in this warranty, means whom the product was originally sold
to by Ozone Solutions or by an authorized dealer.
Ozone Solutions reserves the right to make changes
in its products without notice. Because of this,
Ozone Solutions is not obligated to replace warranty
defective part (s) and/or product with the same original part or product.

Contact Information
Ozone Solutions, Inc.
451 Black Forest Road

Hull, IA 51239 USA
Phone: (712) 439-6880
Fax:

(712) 439-6733

Email:

sales@ozonesolutions.com

Website:

www.ozonesolutions.com

This warranty shall not place any liability on Ozone
Solutions for any transportation charges, labor, or
cost for, or during the replacement of any parts. The
replaced part (s) or product will then continue the
original warranty duration. The replaced parts will
not start a new one (1) year coverage period.
The purchaser by acceptance of the equipment will
assume all liability for the consequences of its use or
misuse by the purchaser, employees, or others. This
warranty shall not apply to any piece of equipment,
or part thereof sold by this company which has been
subject to any accident caused in transit, alterations
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Appendix A - OSHA
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